Introduction
What can psychological theories of perception contribute to theories of painting?
In the world of art the pervasive opinion concerning this question is "few if anything at all" and the few which can be learned is confined to the aesthetics of reception. There are rare exceptions to be found; e.g. Gibson's and Gombrich´s discourse in "Leonardo" 1978/9 might be regarded as the most prominent example of a fruitful exchange between perceptual science and theory of art. In this discourse Gibson shows that under natural conditions the traditional distinction between appearance and reality does not hold. Under this condition of -what he calls -"direct perception", the perceiver is not confined in his act of perceiving to a multitude of snapshot views (appearances) from which one has to infer the "reality" of the scene, but directly picks up the invariances of the scene and thereby has direct access to -what Gibson called -the affordances of the scene. The affordances (all the possibilities a scene affords the perceiver to act upon) makes up the "reality of the scene" for the perceiver. These affordances are not inferred (consciously or unconsciously) but are immediately given in the perceptual system. If -as Friedrich Schiller analyses in his Aesthetics -the traditional task of painting in our culture is the imitation of the appearances ("Schein" or mimesis) then pictures can not convey reality in the way direct perception does under natural conditions. Therefore -according to Gibson - Fig. 2 ). Noyer called "deux manierés de voir les objects": "Two ways of viewing objects: Simply seeing them, and looking them attentively. Simply seeing is merely to let the eye take in naturally the form and likeness of the thing see.
But to contemplate an object signifies that one seeks diligently the means by which to know the object well, beyond the simple and natural reception of its form in the eye. Thus it can be said that mere aspect is a natural operation, and that what eye call Prospect is an office of reason which depends on three things: The discriminating eye, the visual array and the distance from the eye to the object" ( Jouanny, 1911, p.143, my italics From this follows the principle of the Northern mode "ut pictura, ita visio"
and for this reason it is not astonishing that historians of art (e.g. Panofsky or Lord Clark) have interpreted the art of Jan van Eyck or Vermeer by using terms from photography: "Jan van Eyck's eye operates as a microscope and a telescope at the same time" (Panofsky, 1953, p.1:182) or about the View of Delft "this unique work of art is certainly the nearest which painting has ever come to a colored photograph" (Clark, 1976, p. 263) . There is strong evidence that the camera obscura was a common instrument for Flemish painters; Steadman (2001) even suggests that in Vermeer's studio was installed a huge camera obscura (see Figure 6 ): Figure 6 : The lay-out of Vermeer's studio according to Steadman (2001) . The windows and the tiling of the floor can be used to identify the position of projected images for the different interieurs as painted by Vermeer.
In the 19 th century Helmholtz proposed a technique for the demonstration of his theory regarding 'unconscious inferences' in perception by using a peep hole box as developed by van Hoogstraten ( Perspectifkas, National Gallery London) but distorted in such a way that size illusion even with common objects result. This technique has resulted in the so-called Ames room (see Figure 7 ). The staging of the to be depicted objects combined with a scaffolding of the space into which they are embedded has been identified by Alpers (1983) Uccello's painted epitaph of John Hawkwood exemplifies the application of these principles (see Figure 12 ). 
